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I. Introduction
Indonesia is losing rapidly with Malaysia which established Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad (BIMB) in 1983, and in the Philippines stood Al-Amanah Islamic Investment Bank (Philippines) in 1990. Compared to other countries in the Middle East, Indonesia lags far behind Dubai Islamic Bank UAE (1975 ), Faisal Islamic Bank of Sudan (1977 ), Bahrain Islamic Bank (1979 , and others. Related to the Muslim population and political aspects in responding to the Islamic bank development, there are several studies. Engzell (Uppsala University, Sweden, 2008:3) found the growth of Islamic finance at world level increased by about 15% to 250 billion pounds. But it's institution is difficulty to integrate and to compete into the Western economy.
However, there are Islamic banks that can develop in non-Muslim countries like in the UK. Some of the factors that support such success are political and sociological factors. The Financial Services Authority (FSA) UK is politically very encouraging towards the development of Islamic bank. While the sociological aspects are reflected in the presence of Muslim populations who are very passionate in reporting of Islam (Engzell, 2008: 3) Belouafi and Chachi (2014: 38) , explains that Britain is a very active country for the development of Islamic finance, from economic or political aspects. The minority Muslim population in the UK but able to respond the Islamic bank development further reinforced the uniqueness of the Islamic bank development in Indonesia which was present in 1992. It's not reflect the sociological realities (Muslim majority), and political reality (OIC members). 1992 was a very long span of time from 1973 when the IDB was founded. So in this paper will be traced on the social, economic, and political background in the establishment of Islamic bank in Indonesia in the 1990s with the approach of political economy, the study of the interrelation of political power (political superstructure) with the Muslims interests (political infrastructure). The study of the interrelation of the political superstructure in Indonesia in the 1990s with the Islamic political infrastructure has been done by many experts, such as M. Syafi'i Anwar (1995) , Bachtiar Effendy (1998 ), Kemaruzzaman Bustaman Ahmad (2004 , Richard Robison (1990 Robison ( , 1996 , Robert W. Hefner (2001) , Vedi R Hadiz (2011) , and others. However, these studies focus more on the purely Islamic socio-political studies, have not studied much about Islamic bank or Islamic economics. According to Perwaatmadja (2016) and Antonio (2016) , from the establishment process to the opening of a Islamic bank (with the principle of profit sharing) in the 1990s, there was an excitement in the political superstructure to make it happen. There is hardly any resistance or debate that leads to the disruption of the Islamic bank establishment. Whereas in the real plains in the community (Islamic political infrastructure), there is still disagreement about bank interest as an economic activity that is contradictory or not to Islamic system. To reinforce that the political economy research of Islamic banking in a country as a very urgent. I found that similar research; Clement W. Henry (2015) in research in Indonesia, Mutiara Dwi Sari, et al. (2016) , conducting research in Indonesia and Malaysia, and Okeke V.O.S and Ojukwu Uche Grace (2012) conducting research in Nigeria. Some of these studies show that the development of Islamic bank in many countries has become part of academic research.
II. Theory Framework

Coalition of Political and Economic Interest Theory
I includes "Coalition of Political And Economic Interest Theory" as the basic theory of political economy which is referred to the Mallarangeng (2002) . According to the Coalition of Political And Economic Interest Theory, policy changes require broad coalition support from various economic groups. Therefore change is only possible when a winning group of coalition is stronger to compel the policy makers to adopt a specific policy. The advantage of this theory lies in its basic assumption that the policy chang reflects the greater change in the society. The problem of this theory oversimplifies the complicated problem in the question of the economic group interests.
Integration of Religion, Economics, and Politics Theory
Integration of Religion, Economics, and Politics Theory, I develop from several theories; Firstly, Mallarangeng (2002) explains the Coalition of Political and Economic Interest Theory (as described). Secondly, Ayubi (1991) which explains in political necessity needs to be mobilized by a reform towards the realization of 3D (al-dîn, aldunyâ, al-daulah) . Third, Caporaso and Levine (2008:7) which explains that political economy as an interrelation of various aspects of economic and political institutions in an economic policy. Fourthly, Yustika (2009:2) which explains the political economy believes that the power structure will affect the economic achievement, otherwise the pure economic approach considers the power structure in market is given. Fifth, Effendy (2009:214) which explains that the unfavorable relationship between Islam and the state so as to impact the elimination of Islamic political role to participate fully in the development of Indonesian politics, especially in 1970 to 1980s. Then the convergence interrelation between Islamic politic and state found in 1992an when both accommodate each other's interests.Of the five theories mentioned above, then construct the "Integration of Religion, Economics, and Politics Theory". The theoretical plot can be seen in the following schematic drawings:
Chart The study of political economics refers to the "criticism" of the problem of pure economic studies (C) nonbinding with power (B) (line number 1), and criticism of political studies that only examine aspects of power and policy (line number 2) Later, the study of political economy developed as a field of study that discusses the
2. DATA ALAT ANALISIS economic and power structure interrelation(Caporaso).Or views on economics that are not given in forming power structure (market), but there is another element that is politics (Yustika). However, they only concern "integration of aspects B and C", both of which are not binding on ideological/religious elements or aspects (lines B and C are cut off to al-dîn (A 
III. Research Methods
Type of Research
This research focuses on library research with the theme of Islamic banking in Indonesia. The focus of the study is the things related to political infrastructure in forming the interrelation with the political structure so that the birth of Islamic banking policy in Indonesia in 1992.
Data Collection Method and Data Analysis
Data collection methods used are documentation and interview. While data analysis is qualitative with content analysis method (Sujono and Abdurrahman, 1998:13 (Anwar, 1995 : 255, Thaba, 1996 : 290, Muhammad (ed.), 1991 .
The naming of ICMI with C (intellectual) is the idea of B.J. Habibie previously initiated by NurcholisMadjid under the name ISMI (Indonesian Muslim Scholar Association), (Rahardjo, 1996: 23) . The establishment of ICMI was responded by various outside thinkers. SaifulMujani (in Fauzi (ed.), 1995:76-77), said that Hefner (1995) , an anthropologist from Boston University (USA), suspects Soeharto's support for ICMI's establishment as an opportunist strategy, because of his political stance that sees a change -a positive change about "Islamization" especially in the middle class society. Nakamura (1993), an anthropologist from Chiba University (Japan) and Harvard University (AS), argues that the founding of ICMI is a result of the structural transparency of Indonesian society that finds the convergence of dual social and political processes, and the rise of the scholar middle class in two decades. Kara (2005:174-175) referring Rahardjo (1996:23) , the establishment of ICMI is the most important milestone in the accommodative relationship between Islam and the state because in this organization met various Islamic leaders from bureaucrats and non bureaucrats. Aritonang (1990:52) portrays idealist ICMI as a means of uniting anthropocentric to theocentric, or uniting intellectually with the spiritual. ICMI's idealism was very precise in the 1990s. Sociologically, at this time there is an increase in religiosity, many Muslim families some schools abroad. President Suharto is expected to participate in the heavy duty of intellectuals such as ICMI. The responsibility of scholars is not only in terms of knowledge and science, but also political interests. President Soehar to responded concretely by accommodating the Minister of Development Cabinet VI in 1993-1998, which is almost 90% Muslims, and some ministers are ICMI administrators. As Mar'ie Muhammad became Minister of Finance, Abdul Latif became Minister of Labor, TarmiziTaher became Minister of Religion. So the birth of ICMI is very natural, although the initiator is a student (Muhammad (ed.), 1991:31-32).
For Karnaen (2016) , ICMI is a strategic vehicle in releasing Islamic banking issues with the jargon of "bank without interest", as well as guarding oneself from the Islamophobio. Evidently, ICMI was the one that encouraged the MUI National Congress to give birth to the first Islamic bank in Indonesia ( The campaign of the Islamic economic movement and criticism the existing economic practices such as conventional banking sparked controversy in society. Prestigious magazine Tempo also describes the campaign of economic Islamization has attracted to public attention and invited responses from various community. In 1984, the idea of Islamic bank establishing was present again; First, the regional socio-political influence of a growing Malaysian Islamic bank (BIMB) and successful. Second, referring to Hefner (2001:504) in the 1980s, emerging new modernists (young Muslim thinkers). They campaign not to conquer the country, but for educational and cultural reforms with a new (global) democratization and human rights discourse. They argue that the ultimate goal of Muslim politics, not a centralized state with a monopoly over political and cultural rights, but on Muslim civil society capable of compensating for state power, and promoting a public culture of pluralism, public participation and social justice. Indrastomo, Ph.D from Durham University, explained that the presence of Islamic finance in Indonesia can not be separated from namely an alternative economic system based on the values and norms of Islam. This movement was aspired by the failure of the New Order that was unable to fulfill its promise, bringing social justice and equality into economy. The Islamic economic movement in Indonesia is not merely a vocal effort to bring the "Islamic legal tradition" into the socio-economic and scope relationships as Hefner (1996) suggests. In contrast, the Islamic economic movement in Indonesia is influenced by the hope of creating a just and equitable economic system, which is more related to maqâsid sharî'a or sharî'a goals than the formalistic interpretation of Islamic jurisprudence.
But the signs of Islamic identity have generally begun in the middle-class movement of Islamic identity in Southeast Asia, such as BajuKurung and Mini Telekung for religious costumes and contemporary Muslim women's hooded trends (Indrastomo 2016:63-64 
Islamic Bank is a form of religious, economic and political integration
Islamic banking is basically a manifestation of the way of religion through the economic field that is very different from other religious fields such as prayer, fasting, and hajj. While the Islamic economic field requires openness (inclusiveness), rationality, and modern aspects in the transaction. In both cases (religion and economy) if it has been achieved, then in realizing the empirical and juridical aspects (legality as an economic law) required another aspect of political power. This basic framework, historically existed during the founding of the first Islamic bank and its various regulatory aspects in 1992. Indications of Islamic bank is an effort to manifest the way of religion seen in the process of establishment of the first Islamic bank in Indonesia in 1992 which can't be separated from the intellectual thinking of Indonesian Muslims, the main issue that develops about the idea of establishing Islamic banks as not-ribawi bank by Muhammadiyah and NahdlatulUlama, the two largest Islamic social organizations in Indonesia (Antonio, 1996:12) . Ali (2004:12) describes Muhammadiyah and NahdlatulUlama had long been in economic activity long before the birth of the New Order in 1965, but until the 1980s, the political role of Muslims marginalized. In the late 1980s, the New Order government began to be criticized for not involving indigenous entrepreneurs in the development process and more allowing specific rights for the Chinese minority. Muslim social forces against political power began to develop in the 1990s, at the start of a widespread middle class of intellectual Muslims who had great access to power. This middle-class group based on ICMI-MUI reflects the "religious, economic and political integration" in the process until the establishment of Islamic bank in Indonesia. Such political-sociological processes are relevant as is the birth of the IDB (Islamic Development Bank) supported by the global social and political movement (OIC). And sociologically, the presence of the IDB is the influence of the movement of revivalism, modernism, and neo-revivalism. On the political side, the birth of the first Islamic bank in Indonesia, as well as the impact of Soeharto's political comfort amidst the vortex of the Islamic community (ICMI-MUI) so as to encourage the government to intervene in the economic market without attacking from the opposition currents. In the theory of Islamic political economy, such government intervention according to as-Sadr (1981:721) , is called al-tadâkhul al-daulah. National political developments conducive to the breadth of Islamic symbolization, then parallel with the possibility of establishing an Islamic bank. The stronger the position of political Islam is the greater chance of establishing an Islamic bank or the development of an Islamic economic system. Conversely, the weaker the political position of Islam, the less chance of establishing an Islamic bank or building an Islamic economic system. This thesis is a strengthening of FilizBaskan (in Henry and Wilson (ed.), 2004) who conducted research in Turkey, parallel political conditions with the growth of Islamic financial institutions.
Thus, the presence of Islamic banks in Indonesia is an important part in the realization of the integration of religious economy, and politics. Where is the bank as aeconomyactivity(al-dunyâ) but also institution in carrying out religious activities (al-dîn) through the contracts contained in the products of Islamic banks, and its existence is supported by a political power (al-daulah) . This is very visible, in the event of political power (government), public (MUI), and entrepreneurs with an Islamic background led by ICMI to establish the first Islamic bank in Indonesia. Integration al-dîn and al-daulah embodied in policy PP. 70, 71, and 72 Year 1992. But in the development from 1992 to 1998an, Muslim entrepreneurs have not responded to the Islamic banking system, as owner or customer. The condition is very different with the establishment of Bank Malaysia Berhad (BIMB). The success of BIMB (1983) as a full-fledged commercial bank has social and economic roots that have taken place since 1963 through Tabung Haji led by The Muslim Pilgrims Saving Corporation. The success of the Tabung Haji provides a great boost to the establishment of Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad(BIMB), a fully-fledged Islamic commercial bank. The Tabung Haji contributes to l2.5 percent of BIMB's initial capital of M $ 80 million (Ariff, 1988:47) . Historical records of the pilgrimage Tabung The result of interview with Karnaen author is different from that written by Basir (2009:26) refers to Triyuwono (2000:116) , professor of accounting Universitas Brawijaya, East Java. Whereas according to Hasan Basri in the context of Suharto's political policy to "eliminate" the word Islam in the name of the bank (proposed by Bank Mualamat Indonesia/BMII) because muamalat already shows Islam and to keep the unity of the nation, and does not invite moyo (Java, disease), therefore the president does not want the establishment of the bank by using the word Islam is afraid of causing a commotion in the community. According to Karnaen (2016) , in the meeting there is no further opinion from Soeharto after agreeing on the name of Bank Muamalat Indonesia. In this period, the central figure of the supra-political structure because as part of the power, but also as part of political infrastructure because the founding actors of ICMI, BJ. Habibie. Clement W. Henry (2015) argues that the presence of the first Islamic bank in 1992 was a major role. Bacharuddin Jusuf Habibie. He is a capital driver by mobilizing his 87 best friend as shareholder. But I found the other actor,KarnaenPerwaatmadja who really have a big role in designing meetings between political structures and infrastructure, even in lobbying the parliament to realize the Islamic banking system in Indonesia, and he was experience in international bank institution (IDB). This opinion is also rarely written by many researchers. Before the issuance of Law no. 7 of 1992, there have been many other regulations that lead to the loosening of the opening of national private banks. In the period of deregulation, the author disagrees with Kara's analysis which explains, the potential of Islamic banking establishment can actually be implemented during the deregulation period, or in the pre-law era. 7 of 1992. According to Kara (2005) , the deregulation package of banking June 1, 1983 became the basis for banks to determine the interest rate in accordance with the condition of each bank, between one bank with another bank will be different in determining the interest rate. The government expects the national banks to be more aggressive in attracting the public to invest their funds in banks by determining the interest that attracts the attention of potential customers. On the other hand, the banking deregulation policy of June 1983, could become the basis for the banking world to apply the 0% interest rate. Banks can conduct economic transactions without applying a system of interest that in the view of Islamic economics is not justified (Kara, 2005 : 104-105, 130, Perwaatmadja, 1996 : 32. Basir, 2009 . Kara's analysis, which refers to Perwaatmadja's opinion, may be appropriate that the June 1, 1983 policy allows banks to enforce transactions at 0% interest rates. However, looking at the purpose of the policy then the analysis is less precise. Because the direction of government policy is to expect high interest rates so that people become interested in saving money and deposits. Not the other way around, when the sluggishness of the people investing in the bank instead of the dinolkan interest rate that can impact savings transactions or deposits become increasingly not increased. In the aforementioned intention, Perwaatmadja (2016) explains that the uncertain interest conditions and the government can not control where there are government-imposed interest and interest in the market, and the government can not control the market interest, the government takes a policy on interest submitted to the respective bank. In this position is already providing opportunities for the establishment of banks with noninterest system. Despite the fact, politically it is very unlikely. The birth and regulation of Islamic bankingsupported by political aspects, MUI and other elements is a very special religious phenomenon in the New Order era. It is very difficult to do on other aspects. The form of Islamic teachings present in the domain of economic transactions formalized in government regulations (PP No. 70, 71, and 72 of 1992) can be regarded as an omnipresence Islam, using BahtiarEffendy, Islam which is present everywhere and provides "moral guidance which is true for human action " (Effendy, 1998 : 6-8, Binder, 1988 . The subject that embodies the policy is a political and religious collaboration in economics as a matter of which FazlurRahman is a compact totality in offering solutions to life's problems (Rahman, 1996 : 241, Effendy, 1998 .
V. Conclusion and recommendation
The harmonious politic between state and Islam in the New Orde found the best situation when there was a shift in the government's view of the relational policy between power and the movement and thinking of Muslims in the 1990s. At the first Islamic bank was born in 1992, there was "accommodative politics" or harmonization of relation of superstructure (ruler) and Moslem. However, if the presence of Islamic bank is only related to "accommodative politics" then it is less appropriate in the framework of political economy study. Because the nature of the policy in "accommodative politics" is top-down, the government is taking the initiative to accommodate the Muslims interests in structural positions. So in "accommodative politics" policy products in the sense of regulation or regulation is not explicit. The policy is implicit in that there is a change of power policy but not accompanied by a certain regulatory change. Like when the president appointed ministers from ICMI and Muslims who are almost 80%, parliamentwho is also a lot of Muslims or santri and raises the term "ijoroyo-royo", it as a phenomenon and implicit only. Because the President does not change the explicit policy of free political Islam open to the public.
In the analysis of political economy, the writer sees the presence of the first Islamic bank in Indonesia is a success of Islamic political infrastructure/interest group (ICMI, MUI, LSAF, mainly through B.J. Habibie) that influence political power/superstructure to create policy in Islamic bank establishment process. So an important point in political economy is bottom-up by interest-group.The power (political superstructure) is not merely an accommodation of interest-group/bottom-up thinking, but power creates an explicit policy product that is a series of policy packages. 70, 71, and 72 of 1992 which marked the legality of the establishment of banks and BPR with the principle of profit sharing. The three PPs reinforce legislation No. 7/1992 concerning Banking which was previously issued and became the basis for establishing a bank with the principle of profit sharing. Some of these policy products can then give birth to 1 Islamic bank and 70s BPRS until the end of New Order's power in 1998an. With the success of the political infrastructure of Islam in the field of economy in realizing the formal institution of Islam in banking, and the emergence of regulation that strengthens it politically, shows the movement of Islamic economics is a "synthesis" of Islamic awakening through political process. Where in earlier times, the state thesis tended to be "antithesis" with the mission of Islamic awakening in Indonesia. On the other hand, although the 1990s, the political superstructure has largely accommodated Muslim thought in practical areas for inclusion of executive or legislative powers, but government policy remains consistent "No Political Islam", or no room for Islamic political parties. Under these contrasting conditions, the presence of a political superstructure policy on the "principle bank of results" and the birth of Islamic banks and Islamic rural banks is an "anomaly" of politics. As the government maintains a "substantive Islam" in practical political dimensions, but on the territory of the economic system, governments make different policies in "formalistic Islam" by legalizing bank regulation and institutions with "profit-sharing" frills. The anomaly of the New Order's policy of understanding the formalistic Islam between the economic system and the political system. I think the group of ICMI-MUI (plus the existence of the LSAF, PPA) are the most influential actors of the New Order policy change. The recommendation of this study is that the affiliated political superstructure should be bold enough to push policies that lead to the development of more economically and socially Islamic banking as in Malaysia. Indonesia is very large in the population of Muslims and geographic so it is worthy to become a reference of Islamic banking in particular and Islamic financial institutions in general.***
